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CYCLOTOMIC UNITS OF NORM 1 IN Zp-EXTENSIONS

JAE MOON KIM

§l. Introduction

Let K be a number field (a finite extension of Q) and let p be a fixed
odd prime. By a Zp-extension of K, we mean a tower of field extensions
K = K o C K 1 C K 2 C ... C K n C ... C Un~oKn such that K n is
a cyclic extension of K of degree pn. Put K oo = Un>oKn. Since the
Galois group Gal(Koo/K) ~ limZ/pnZ ~ Zp, the additive group of the

t--

ring of p-adic integers, one often says that K oo is a Zp-extension of K.
For each integer n ~ 1, we choose a primitive n-th root (n of 1 so

m

that (~ = (n whenever nlm. Let Ko = Q((p) and K n = Q((pn+l).
Then K oo is an example of a Zp-extension of K o. Since Gal(Kn/Q) ~
Z/pnz x Z/(p - l)Z, K n has a unique subfield Qn which is cyclic over
Q of degree pn. Thus Qoo over Q is another example of a Zp-extension.
In general, for each number field K, if we let K n = KQn, then K oo

is a Zp-extension of K and such a Zp-extension is called the basic (or
cyclotomic) Zp-extension of K.

One of the fundamental results on the theory of Zp-extension is a
theorem of K. Iwasawa ([4]).

THEOREM (K. IWASAwA). Let K oo be a Zp-extension of K = K o.
Let pen be the order of Sylow p-subgroup of the ideal class group of K n'

Then there exist integers f.l, A and v such that en = f.lpn + An + v for all
sufficiently large n.

The constants f.l, A and v are called the Iwasawa invariants of K. In
1979, Ferrero and Washington proved that f.l = 0 if K is abelian over
Q (see [2]). But little is known about A-invariant. In [3], R. Greenberg
produced some examples such that A = 0 and it is conjectured that
A = 0 for any totally real number field. When the base field K is real
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abelian, one often studies cyclotomic units for the study of the ideal
class group because of the following algebraic interpretation of the class
number formula:

THEOREM (W. SINNOTT [7]). Let E(C) be the group of units (cy
clotomic units) of the cyclotomic field Q«(n). Let 9 be the number of
distinct prime divisors of n. Then [E : C] = 2b h+, where b = 0 if
9 = 1 and b = 29 -

2 + 1 - 9 if 9 > 1, and h+ is the class number of
Q«(n)+ = Q«(n + (;;1), the maximal real subfield ofQ«(n).

This index theorem illustrates some relationship between the group of
cyclotomic units and the class number. And we are especially interested
in the structure of the group E/C. Because the orders are same, it is
quite natural to ask whether or not the group E/G is isomorphic to the
ideal class group. The answer is no. We refer [8] for a counterexample.
When working with Zp-extensions, however, one is more interested in the
Sylow p-subgroups of E / C and that of the ideal class group rather than
the full groups. To be more precise, let K = K o = Q«(pd), where d is an
integer prime to p such that d ¢ 2 (4). Consider the basic Zp-extension
of Ko. Thus the nth layer of this extension is K n = Q«(pn+ld). Let
En(Cn) be the group of units (cyclotomic units, respectively) of K n and
let An(Bn) be the Sylow p-subgroup of the ideal class group (En/Cn,
respectively). Then the index theorem of W. Sinnott says # An = # B n.
So we ask onee again if A~ ~~orpInC to Bf1,. This question is still
open and only some partial results are known so far. In [5], it is proved
that they are isomorphic when d = 1 under certain assumptions. In the
same paper, it is also proved that the direct and inverse limits of Bn

produce the Iwasawa A-invariant of Ko just as the limits of An do.

In order to generalize those results in [5] to arbitrary base field Ko =
Q«(pd), one needs to compute the Tate cohomology groups of cyclotomic
units and to prove the injectivity ofthe map fji(Gn, Cn) -+ jji(Gn, En),
where Gn is the Galois group Gal(Kn/Ko). Tate cohomology groups for
cyclotomic units are computed in [6], and we list the result briefly. Let
~ = Gal(Q«(d)/Q) and let D be the decomposition subgroup for p of~.

Let I = #(~/ ± D), so I is the number of prime ideals of Q«(d + (i1
)

above p. Then for any m > n,
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if i is odd

if i is even

,where Gm,n = Gal(Km/ K n). In particular, Hl(Gn,Cn) ~ (Z/pnz)',
and by taking the direct limit under the inflation maps, we have HI (r,
Coo) ~ (Qp/Zpt Here Coo = U Cn and r = Gal(Koo/K). On the

n~O

other hand, K. Iwasawa found that H 1(r, E oo ) ~ (Qp/Zp)' EB M for
some finite group M, where E oo = U En. Thus H 1(r, Coo) seems to

n~O

control the p-divisible part of HI (r, Eoo ) and it is very likely that the
map H 1(r, Coo) -+ H 1(r, Eoo ) is injective. But no one could provide a
complete proof of the injectivity of this map.

The aim of this paper is to describe all the elements of H 1(r,Coo )

when d = q is a prime such that p == 1 mod q. This restriction p =
1 mod q can be eliminated by suitable modification of proofs in sections
2 and 3. But this restriction simplifies a lot of notations. For instance,
since p splits completely in Q((q), D = {I} and 1 = Q;I. Section 2
is preliminary. We will review V. Ennola's results on the relations of
cyclotomic units briefly and prove several lemmas that we use in section
3. In section 3, we will exhibit 1 cyclotomic units of K n which generate
H 1(Gn , Cn ). Hopefully this could serve as groundwork for the study of
the injectivity of Hl(r, Coo) -+ Hl(r, Eoo ) and of the structure of the
group B n .

§2. Preliminary

In this section, we review relations among cyclotomic units and set
up notations. We first introduce V. Ennola's theorem:

THEOREM (V. ENNOLA [1]). Let X be a character of conductor f
belongingtoQ((n)· For each cyclotomic unit 8 = IT (l-(~Y",de:fine

l<a<n

Y(X,8) by Y(X, 8) = L: 'P(d)T(X, d, 8) IT (1- x(p)) , where T(X, d, 8) =
fl~ln pld

d-l
L: X( a)x 7 a' Then for every even character X i=- 1, Y (X, 8) = 0 if 8 is a
a=1
root of 1.
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This statement is somewhat different from what appears in [1]. We
seemingly modified his result so that we can apply it to our situation.
The following properties of Y can be easily justified from the definition
ofY.

LEMMA 1. Let X =11 be an even character belonging to 'O((n) and
let 81,82 ,8 be cyclotomic units in 'O«(n). Then

(i) Y(X,8182 ) = Y(X,81 ) +Y(X,82 ).

(ii) H (root of 1)x81 =(root of 1)x82 , then Y(X, 8d = Y(X, 02)'
(iii) For any u E Ga1('O«(n)/'O), Y(X, 8"") = X(u)Y(X,8).
(iv) Y(X, 8,,"-1) = (X(u) - 1)Y(X, 8).

Let K o = 'O«(pd) and K oo be its Zp-extension as in section 1. Fix
a topological generator u of the Galois group r = Gal(Koo / Ko). The
restrictions of u to various subfields of K oo such as 'O( (poo ) = U 'O((pn ),

n~O

'000 and 'Ooo«(d) will also be denoted by u. We even use u for its re
striction to finite levels of Zp-tower such as K n . Let w be a generator of
the cyclic group Gal(Koo/Qoo«(d)). Again the restrictions of w to var
ious subfields are also denoted by w. Thus (w) = Gal(Koo/'Ooo«(d)) ~
Gal(Kn/Qn((d)) ~ Gal(Q((pn+1 )/Qn). Characters belonging to the field
Q((d) will be denoted by ,d. Finally we fix a generator tPn of the char
acter group of Gal(Qn/Q) in such a way that tPn(u) = (pn. Thus tPn is
an even character of conductor pn+1 of order pn, and tP~+l = tPn.

Now we compute Y(X,D) for special cyclotomic unit D. First of all,
note that (pn+1 - (d is a cyclotomic unit in K n since

Similarly, elements of K n of the form n«(;"+1 - (j)b",'1 for some integers
x,y

x, y, bx,y are also in en except for obviously bad choice such that x =
y= O.

LEMMA 2. Let e= (root of 1) x .n ((;~~ -(;) Ci,i,1e for some inte-
1,1,k

gers Ci,j,k with 0 :::; i < pn, 0:::; j < P - 1, 0 < k < d. Then for an even
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character X of the form X = tPn"'(d, we have

(Proof) By Lemma 1,

Y(x,eU
-

1
) = (x(u) -1)Y(X,e)

= (tPn(u) -1) L Ci,j,kY(X, ':~~ - ,;).
i,j,k

Hence

31

§3. Generators of Hl(Gn ,Cn )

We keep all the notations in sections 1 and 2. Let d = q be a prime
such that p == 1 (mod q). So D = {1} and 1= Q;I. Let {TI,T2"" ,Tl =
id} c .6. be a set of coset representatives of .6. modulo {±1}. In this
section, we will find I cyclotomic units which generate H 1(Gn ,Cn ). For
brevity, we write Nt,s for the norm map from K t to K s and N n for Nn,o,
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We will use the following equation quite often: for m > n, Nm ,n((pm+l

(d) = (pn+l - (d.

For each k, 1 ~ k ~ 1, let 6k = n ((~+1 - (;'"). Then
l$j$p-l

since p =1 mod q. Hence we have 1cyclotomic units Db D2"" , Dl in K n

whose norms to K o equal 1. This set, however, is not always the right
set of generators of H I ( Gn, Cn). We have to change this set a little. We
throwaway anyone of these, say hi, and instead we throw in 7r:-1 to
this set, where 7rn = (pn+l - 1, which is a uniformizing parameter of the
prime ideal of Q( (pn+l) above p. 7r:-1 is obviously a cyclotomic unit in
Cn of norm l.

THEOREM. Hl(Gn,Cn) is generated by{61 ,62 , ••• ,Cl_l'll":-l}.

First, we need a lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let A be the (1- 1) x (1-1) matrix with 'Yi(Tj) in the
ij th entry for 1 ~ i,j ~ 1- 1, where {'Yo = 1, 'Yb'" ,'Yl-d is the set
of characters of Gal(Q((q)+ /Q). Then prime ideals of Q( 'Yi (Tj» above p
cannot divide the ideal (det A), where Q('Yi(Tj» is the field obtained by
adjoining to Q the values 'Yi(Tj) for 1 ~ i,j ~ 1-1.

~J.Let A·:-::-.("ti{Tj»o~.i•.;~I:'::I. Tfien by rearranging 1'OW'sand
columns of A* suitably, we may assume that A* is a Vandermonde ma
trix. Since 'Yi(Tj) is an Ith root of 1, detA* is a product of elements of
the form 1-(! for some t. Hence primes above p cannot divide (det A*).
Also note that each row sum except the first one of A* is zero since it is
of the form E 'Yi( Tj). Hence

O~j9-1

And the conclusion follows from this.
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Proof of theorem. Suppose 8~1 ... 8;':-/ 7l"~a-I)al = eCT
-

I for some eE
en' Since we already know that HI(Gn,en) ~ (Z/pnZ)', it is enough to
show that al == ... == a, == 0 mod pn. We will show this by
induction on n ~ 1. To treat the case when n = 1, suppose 8;1 ...
8~':117l"~a-I)al = ea - I for some eE ell where 8 k = Il((~ - (;"). Since

1
we will take a - 1 to eafter all, we may assume that eis of the form

e= II ((;;wI - (;)Ci,i,k x (root of 1)
O<i<p

O$;l<p-I
O<k<q

for some integers Ci,j,k' Let 6 = 6;1 ... 6~':117l"~a-I)al. By lemma 1, we
have Y(X,6) = Y(X, ea - I ) for every even character X ::f:: 1. Compute
both sides when X is of the form X = tPI (q, where 'Yq ::f:: 1 is an even
character belonging to Q((q). By lemma 1 again, we get

'-I
Y(X,6) = LakY(X,6k) +a,Y(x, 7l"r-I ).

k=I

One can easily check that Y(X, 7l"f-I) = O. For Y(X, 6k), we use lemma
2 and the fact that (q(p) = 1 since p == 1 mod q. Then we have

Y(X,6k ) = L Y(X,(~ - (;10)
O$;i<p-I

1
= ~ cp(rq) tPI(q),q(Tk)

1

p-l
= cp(rq) tPI(q)'q(Tk).

Thus
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Therefore, by comparing both sides, we obtain

1-1

(p - 1)L ak"Yq(Tk) = (th(a) - 1) a(-yq),
k=1

where aClq) = L: Ci,j,ktPl(a)i,q(k), which is an algebraic integer de-
i,j,k

pending on 'q. By letting ,q =1= 1 vary over all nontrivial even characters
belonging to Q«(q), we have a linear system of equations

(p - I)A ( 7)= (th(a) -1) (a(~.)) ,
a'-l :

where A is the (1-1) x (I-I) matrix with entries ,q(Tk)' Hence A is a
matrix of type given in lemma 3, so prime ideals above p can not divide
(det A). Let p be one of the prime ideals of Q((p, a(-yq)) above p. Since
tPl (a) - 1 = (p - 1 is divisible by p, we have

(7)=(~) mod p.
a'-l 0

Hence ai E p nz = (p), which means that al =... == a'-l == 0 mod p.
From the equation Sft ".6~':117r~""~t)lJr ~ eu - 1 , we have 7r~O'-l)al ~

uO'-1 for some u E C1 since 6~ E Cf-1 for each k = 1, ... ,1- 1. Thus
7rf' = u130 for some 130 E Ko. As ideals, we have (7rl )a l = (130). But this
is impossible unless a, = 0 mod p, since primes of K o above p totally
ramify in K 1 . This finishes the first step of the induction argument.

Now we will prove the theorem for n with assuming the result for n -1.
In the proof, we will use the fact that the inflation map Hl(GI, C1 ) --t

H 1 (G n ,Cn ) is injective. By taking Nn ,n-l on both sides of the equation
.cal .ca,-l (O'-I)a, ,"0'-1 h
VI •• 'V'_l 7rn =.", we ave
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Hence al == ... = al = 0 mod pn-l by the induction hypothesis. Let
ak = pn-1bk for k = 1,2, ... ,I. For each k, 1 ::; k ::; 1- 1,

i_ ...tp _

where Uk = IT IT ((U:+l - (?)~ E Cn' Also,
j t P

where Ul = II ((pn+l - 1)(I-O"tP) E Cn. Hence we can rewrite the
O~t<pn-l

equation

as

II((~
j

)
b1 (. )bl _ 1 ( )b;-Tl II;-w ;-TI_l 0"-1 I 0"-1 0"-1 to"-1

-"'q ... "'p2 -"'q 'lTl 'U1 "'U1 =l" .

j

Therefore we have

IT ((~ - ,?) b
1... IT (,;; _';'-1) b'_

1'IT~O"-I)bl = uO"-I,

j j
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where u = ~u;I ... u,I E Cn. Let S be the left hand' side of the above
equation. Then S E Cll NIS = 1 and S E C:- I . But since the inflation
map HI(Gll Cd ---+ HI(Gn,Cn) is injective, S is in Cf-I. In this case,
we already know that bi == ... == b1 = 0 mod p. Therefore al == ... ==
al == 0 mod pn. This finishes the proof.
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